
This shell has two friends who are having a blast running through the waves during a picture perfect sunset.
 
This shell maybe be a bit spooky for you after dark, but luck enough there’s a lantern in case you are afraid
of the dark…
 
This shell’s lets you sail off into the horizon while making the most of yourself at any age.
 
Celebrating life and family while keeping the faith alive is the beautiful message of this shell.
 
Sharks! Get out of the water! This is one shell you wouldn’t want to encounter in your Kayak
 
This shell anchors along the waterfront and provides the perfect home for many fishies.
 
Need a lift? This shell will get you to and from your destination on time. Don’t forget your ticket though! 
The bus leaves at 4:00pm Take a look at his pocket watch!
 
This shell was made entirely of pieces taken from Plymouth maps and magazines. How many different
logos, images and words do you recognize?
 
It took vision come to America and start a new life, and a better vision is what the sponsor of this shell
provides.
 
This shell shows us the beauty nature creates. The outside is hard as a rock, but the inside sparkles like a
gem.
 
By the sea, by the sea, by the sea... oh how happy we'll be! Find this patriotic shell whose back is covered 
in beautiful seashells! Make sure to grab a cup of famous clam chowder after visiting this one!
 
Swoosh! This shell features a bird of prey descending down on Plymouth Harbor and the Mayflower
 
The Pilgrims traveled to the new world in the famous Mayflower. Can you find the shell that has all 102
Mayflower passenger’s name engraved on the back?

Do you have what it takes to complete the Scallop Roll Scavenger Hunt?
Send a picture in front of your favorite shell, along with the completed
Scavenger Hunt sheet to bob@plymouthchamber.com or
meg@plymouthchamber.com for a chance to win prizes!

SCAVENGER HUNT!



#plymouthscalloproll
Hark to me merfolk! Follow the clues for treasure galore! Find the shell featuring an aquatic mysterious
creature with beautiful hair, two arms, and a fish’s tail located in a beautiful village!
 
Woof! Which shell has a pet golden retriever named Gronk playing on the beach while his owner
paddleboards in the ocean?
 
This shell features something with a bark but it does not have a bite. With a lot of sun and rain, it can grow
to a great height. It has a trunk and branches in a forest of beautiful colors of blue and yellow!
 
The star constellations on this shell is supposed to be what would have been over Plymouth on November
11, 1620, the date the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Harbor.
 
Peave. Love. Kindness. This shell celebrates the wonderfully diverse community we call home!
 
I’m a pet that has four legs, and a tail at the end. You might hear me barking, and I’m known as man’s best
friend! Find the shell which this animal is featured front and center!
 
This shell stands with pride displaying a painting overlooking Plymouth Harbor in a sea of beautiful
hydrangeas and sailboats.
 
This shell is commemorative and is the only shell with the ForeFathers monument included in the design.
 
This shells greeting is perfect for all our visitors to Plymouth Waterfront!
 
This groovy shell has many word reference and pictures of Plymouth.
 
This shell pays tribute to all that protect and serve our country and community.
 
This shell is whaley beautiful and highlights the symbolic native and pilgrim images.
 
Lights, camera, action! This shell is FAMOUS!
 
This interactive shell has you counting teeth!
 
This shell stands with PRIDE and is inspired by a John Lennon famous quote.
 
Mountains, cranberries, kayaking oh my! Which shell was inspired by nature?
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